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Exposing, exploitive and honest account of student life

Six long time friends are halfway through the best years of their lives at
Manchester University when they are blind sided by the divisiveness of what they
once thought was a simple topic: consent. As the year unfolds and sides are
taken, they are forced to question everything they thought they knew about
relationships, trust, and where the lines are drawn when you’re off your head.

A fast paced drama, Crazed fearlessly displays the ugliest dimensions of student
life, peeling back the glamour of youth to reveal ugly cracks full of drinks, drugs,
and drama. Ecce Theatre creates a raw and claustrophobic atmosphere that
unflinchingly confronts its audience with disturbing truths.

Ecce Theatre is a bold and innovative theatre company, created by young adults,
who produce vibrant work that speaks to the younger generation and resonates
with the older.
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Crazed
by Catherine Cranfield
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ten word blurb

Hard-hitting production about the thorny issue of consent.

twenty word blurb

Hard-hitting production about the thorny issue of consent in the presence of
drink, drugs and drama.

fringe programme 40-word blurb

Six students are halfway through the best years of their life, surrounded by
drinks, drugs and drama. But when everyone is off their heads, what about
consent? Hard-hitting production asks how well you know your best friends.

fringe web blurb

Callie, Liv, Joe, Milo, Nick and Rosie are half way through the best years of
their life, at Manchester University surrounded by drinks, drugs and drama.
As the year unfolds they are forced to ask: how well do you really know your
best friends? But when everyone is off their heads, what about consent?
Ecce Theatre's brand new production, Crazed, presents an open and honest
account of student life.
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